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SHORT DESCRIPTION:
For two million years, there's been a secret hiding on Mars. Last night, the Mars Curiosity rover found it.
Mankind will never be the same. With technology taken directly from today's prototype laboratories,
America sends a crew on a dangerous discovery mission to the Red Planet. Will you figure out the secret
before the astronauts do?

LONG DESCRIPTION:
The Mars Curiosity rover rolls across the dusty Red Planet. On-board cameras detect something shimmering
on the horizon. Engineers re-direct it to go investigate. When the rover finally arrives, the cameras capture
shocking images of five-fingered fossils embedded in a mysterious boulder, located right next to an unusual
stone building. Just as Curiosity attempts to transmit high-resolution photos, the power cuts out.

With the reckless ambition of an embattled president, a high-risk discovery mission is planned on a rushed
deadline. It's all made possible with technology from a Silicon Valley tycoon who was in the right place at
the right time. Equipment is built too quickly; flaws and a Wart are sent to the launch pad.

The initial crew balks at the mission for safety reasons, but not family man Adam Alston; he's the
consummate professional who will do what his country asks him. And he's nearly broke after his post-
astronaut business ventures are quietly failing. This lucky break becomes his last option for saving his family
and failing career; perhaps not in that order.

Ride along with Captain Alston and his crew as NASA is plunged into a race to the Red Planet with little
time to spare. Nothing can prepare them for the split-second back-stabbing decisions they'll make along the
way. Will they find out the secret of the mysterious fossils? Or will the human pride they carry to Mars
condemn their mission and all of humanity?

PRAISE FOR RED HOPE:
"This was a rip roaring fun read." - Amazon Reviewer

"A science fiction thriller based (for a change) on solid science." - Amazon Reviewer

"John Dreese has written an exciting and imaginative SciFi space exploration novel." - Amazon Reviewer

"This book is a good space adventure story. It has mystery, action and plot twists." - Amazon Reviewer

"The best book I have read in a long time!" - Amazon Reviewer

"The play of good and evil throughout the book was thought provoking. It's a page-turner." - Amazon
Reviewer

"I love the humor, the characters felt real, and the story drew me in." - Amazon Reviewer
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From reader reviews:

Doris Anderson:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you require
something to explain what yours problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy person? If you don't
have spare time to try and do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have
spare time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They need to answer that question
mainly because just their can do in which. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person.
Yes, it is appropriate. Because start from on kindergarten until university need this kind of Red Hope to read.

Betty Adkins:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always aim to and must have the time or they will get large
amount of stress from both daily life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not really a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will certainly unlimited
right. Then do you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative inside spending your
spare time, the actual book you have read is actually Red Hope.

Charles Beaudoin:

That book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Red Hope was bright colored and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Red Hope has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and believe you are the character on
there. Therefore , not at all of book usually are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and
relax. Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading this.

Jonathan Peterson:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got learners? We believe that that question
was given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. And you know
that little person including reading or as examining become their hobby. You need to know that reading is
very important and book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except your own
personal teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update concerning something by book. A substantial
number of sorts of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is niagra Red Hope.
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